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SECTION 1 
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS 
1 1 Introduction 
Nimbus 5 was successfully launched from the Western Test  Range at Vanden- 
burg AFB, Cali:: n ~ i a ,  into a near  c ircular  crbit  (1089 km x 1102 km) a t  07 h r  56 mln 
00 sec GMT on 11 December 1972. All experiments and subsystems were successfully 
turned on. Satellite operations from launch (11 December) through orbit 103 (18 Decem- 
ber) consisted of engineering evaluation of all  spacecraft systems. As a result of that 
effort, data reception, accountability, and processing were intermittent during that period. 
Therefore, this catalog reflects documentation from orbit 104 (19 December 1972) through 
orbit 693 (31 January 1973). 
The sensory data output and total operating time from launch through orbit 693 
were as follows: 
ESMR 1095 hours 
IT PR 1098 hours 
NEMS 1100 hours 
SCR 1098 hours 
THIR 1100 hours 
SC?.=-Direct 2 - h w r s  (No useable SCMR data was 
recorded after orbit  320. 
See Section 1.3) 
Recorded 6 hours 
reviations from nominal attitude occ~irred during this catalog period. Pitch 
wzs rnpfie t o  alternate between +2.9 degrees and +3.5 degrees according t o  ':able 1-1. 
A suspx ted  roll bias was investigated: with results described below confirming i t s  
existence. Yaw was held within nominal bounds. 
A positive pitch angle of 2.9 degr-s moves the principal point 55.6 km bellind 
the sub-satellite point, while a positive pitch of 3.5 degrees moves the point 66.7 ::z-. 
When the spacecraft undergoes pitch, a scanner type instrument no l o n ~ e r  scans the 
earth along a great c i rcle  arc ,  but scans along the small  c i rc le  formed by the inter- 
section of the scan plane with the earth. Since the plane of the small  c i rcle  i s  tilted 
with respect to  the nominal scan plane, points on the a r c  a r e  displaced farther from 
the great  c i rcle  as the scan angle i~lcreases .  As noted above, a pitch angle of 3 5  
degrees causes a displacement of 66.7 km at the principal point, but when the scanner 
turns 45 degrees away from the principal point, the displacement grows t o  74.1 km. 
Thus, although the instrument records in lines normal to the orbit plane (in the 
absence of yaw), the displacement is not uniform across  the scan line. 
Table 1-1 
NIMBUS 5 PITCH BIAS HISTORY FROM ORBIT 104 (19 DECEMBER 
1972) THROUGH ORBIT 693 (31 JANUARY 1973) 
(R=Rosman, Nortii Carolina; A=Fairbanks, Alaska : W=Winkfield, Engl*&\, 
As mentioned above, a suspected roll bias was investigated. The method 
consisted of measurement of ler.gths (on the paper Visicorder plots) of scan data 
from the Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer, the conversion of these lengths 
to equivalent scanner angles, and the comparison of these inferred (observed) angles 
with their theoretical values. Discrepancies can be interpreted as roll e r rors .  
F i ~ u r e  1-1 shows the 1?ast squares curve of best fit to the observed roll bias values 
found by this method, for  each of the two orbits an~lyzed .  Table 1-2 is a s u m m a 7  
of the results. 
Table 1-2 
AVERAGE NIMBUS 5 ROLL BIAS VALUES FOR ORBITS 336 ASZ, 662 
The January 26 orbit  occurred shortly a f t e r  the  SChIR scanner  m o t x  was 
turne? off. T h e  resul ts  support the conjecture that the scanning m i r r o r  of the SChIR 
instrument introduced a torque which caused the major  par t  of the  earlier roll bi3s. 
Subsections 1.2 through 1.7 of th is  catalog summar ize  the operational high- 
lights of the  individual experiments and call  arrention t o  known data anomalies. Sec- 
tion 2 l i s t s  the on-off t i m e s  fo r  each e.xperiment. Sections 3 and 4 show ESBlR and 
T-XR imagery,  while Section 5 presents  correct ions  t o  The Simbus 5 User 's  Guide. 
hiax. Departurc 





5 Jan.  73 
26 Jan. 73 
- 
The wer is referred to The Nimbus 5 User 's  Guide f o r  a complete d e s c r i ~  
tion cf ~ z c h  experiment and to  Section 1.7 of that Guide fo r  the requesting procedure 
and sriurccs f o r  a l l  data. Sections 2, 3, and 4 of th i s  Data Catalog should help the  
us - r t o  PI !ect. a a t a  t 9  meet h is  needs. 




The  quality of the THIR data from both channels (1 1 S p m  and 6 . 7 ~  m) has  been 
excellent. Figure 1-2 is a n  esample  of THIR piptorial data. Root mean square  ( rms)  
THIR temperature  variations, due t o  flutter in the HDRSS tape recorders  and to  nor- 
m s l  noise components, appear  to  l e s s  than 2%. 
Average Roll Bias 0%-1 , 
0 .GI 
0.21 
A11 processed THIR film is archived and available through the Saiionzl %ace 
Science Data Center, as is 2!! available THIH digital data. The  THIR digital prod:.cts 
are processed :o final format only on request. Sections 1.7 and 2.4 of The Simbus 5 
User ' s  Guide discus5 the formats  and procedure t o  o r d e r  these  products. 
1.3 The  Surface Composition Mapping Radiometer (SChIR) Experiment 
The  SCBIZ? experiment collected and returned ap?roximately 35 hours  of in- 
strument data during the  f i r s t  320 orbits .  Intermittent Ioss of a scan m i r r o r  syn- 
chroi?.izat.ion pulse caused a loss  of useful data  output whenever th is  occurred.  Th is  
synchronization problem progressed t o  the point where no useable data could be  
obtained a f te r  orbit 320 (4 January 1973). 
- 
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Figure I-1. Nimbus 5 Roll Bias Curves Derived from THlR Visicorder Data. 
ESMR 1-55 cm THlR 11.5 urn THIR 6.7ym 
The Nimbus 5 E l e c t r i c a l  l p  Scanning M i c r o ~ a r e  Radiometer (ESMR) and t h e  
Temp, r a t l r r e  Humidity I n f r a r e d  Rad iomete r  i T H l R )  can b e  used F P  p a r a l l e l  rc 
observe and aneSyre atmcspheric and t e r r e s t r i a l  phenomena. The ESMR b r i g h t -  
ness temperature display i n d i c a t e s  areas o f  rainfall accuring i n  a cyclone 
(21,  3900 k i l o m e t e r s  south of Saudi A r a b i a  (11, whi le t h e  11.5pm THlR d a t a  
p r o v i d e s  c lnud t o p  and s u r f a c e  teaaeratures and the 6.7um T H I R  d a r a  pro- 
vides the m o i s t u r e  sonrent o f  the upper t ropasphere and s t r a t o s p h e r e  aver  
t h e  same area .  
Figwe 1-2. A Cornprison of  Nirnbvs 5 TMIR and ESMR Pictorial Data. 
Figure 1-3, N\m5us 5 SCMR Nighttime Infrared 110.7 pm Chonne I 1 Image 
Recorded over Florida and Cuba on 24 December 1972, 
Figure 1-3 is an example of the  1 0 . i e  da ta  recorded over Florida and 
C~ba  when the instrument m a s  operating in a near-normal mode. Many fine-scale 
tnzrmd features are evident. T h e  principal imest igator  f o r  this experiment, 
Dr. W. H a l s ,  is current ly  analyzing ihe  available data. 
Users  L%O d e s i r e  S 3 1 R  data  or fn~ormat ion should wri te  to Dr. Warren G. 
i-ioris, Caie 652, W a r d  -ce Flight Center, C e n b e l t ,  A I a ~ l a n d  20771. 
1.4 Tlte Electrically Scanning 3 1 i c ~ a v e  Radiometer ( E S I R )  Experiment 
i t ,< ES3ZR instrument operated v e v  \\.ell during its fimt two months in orbit.  
In the last 16;; orb i t s  of th is  ;epoTfing period t&ere w e r e  severa l  da ta  dmpo.lts for  
durations of 16 to 64 seconds. -4I1 sys tems  returned to normal  after e-rch dropout. 
Figwres 1-2 and 1-4 are e - p l e s  of the =AIR pbdograpbic producb 
Gnc- pictorial display is generated from the  m t p t  of each nrbit  (see Section 3). 
Digital Simbus 3ic.teorulogical Radiatien ESJilR tapes  are being prwluced by the  L a b  
rator?; f o r  Yc,teomlogy aM1 Earth Sciences f o r  archir ing at the  ?ITSSDC. U s e r  outpl t  
formats  fo r  thesc t a p s  wcre published in T h e  Simbus 5 Cser ' s  Guide. Brightness 
t ~ m p r a t u r e  accuracies  appear to  be aL-t L 2' t o  5 O  ti. 
Thle 4-4 of TP,e Sirnbus 5 User 's  Guide, "ESZIR Antenna Loss Ratio-Flight 
Ycdei," ~ i i i  not i e  suwlied.  The antenna proper t ies  changed a f t e r  final calibration 
and m d e r c d  these  nunrbers useless.  A s e t  o f  c m ~ i r i c a l  calibration nunahcrs is 
being de\-eloped which \\ill c o r r e c t  for the  effccts of .anLana loss  and s ide  lobes. and 
the  effect of different vit\rirtg angles. This  \\.ill be  published in a l a t e r  catalog. 
I3 The infrared T e m p e r s ~ c w  PI-ofile R d i o n t e t e r  IITPR) Experiment* 
Durirq orbit  3 the l T P R  was turn-4 or? and coml,landed t o  the  scan n t d e .  
11-ithin rhe rcm.2ining portion of orbit 3 the i r ~ t l u m e n t  became thermally stable s c r ?  
for the scan motor tentpcrature, which -ontinuc\+ lo increase  until orbit  33. The scan 
21-isc ~ s s c n t b l y  operated perfectly until 014)it 30,  :\%en scan e r r c r s  were  detected. 
h c  t o  thc e r r a t i c  behavior of the scan nwchanisnt, the instrument was comntandec' 
t o  nadir p s i t i o n  during orbit  53 nad r ~ ! ~ . . d n d  in this mode th*-ough m-bit 326. F o r  the 
rcmsining portion of the repon period, seveml nides  of operx ion  itere used, during 
which scan dr ive  assembly o p e n t d  with a reduced duty cycle. The  modes of 
op:,-ation arc summarized in Table  1-3. 
1Yith the c s c c p t i a ~  & the scan mechsnisnt, the  iTPR performance has been 
escellent. Thc thcrn:si sCibility has been good, with the thermally controlled portions 
of the instrlnlent  n~airrrained within the  specifid temperature  range. The stability of 
~- - - - -  
'Contributed !~y H. Howell of SESSjXO-iZA 
the detector a& chopper reference b'sckbody temperatures for  the entire report 
period insure the validity of the new cadibration coastants given in Table 5-3, S~JC- 
tion 5, of this cab lo^. 
The instrument response during the b e d  space view indicates tha: the lTPR 
field of view in that portion is slightly & s c u d .  The problem is dIeviated by usigg 
the positim adjaceut to the space position (toward nadir) as the at hal space view, i.e., 
the  instrument response from this view indicates a lower scene temperature. The mag- 
nitude of error in the space view is a p p ~ m a t e i g  two percent ad appears to be 
diminishing with time. 
Tbe data quality i s  excellent a d  rhem is no apparent degradation with time. 
archival for the repod period will include most orbits from 12 throupb 693 
with the exception of the following orbits: 123-146, 201-208,310-314,357-370. 
Table 1 -3 
r.PR SCAN MODES 
I DATPS 
11 Dec-15 Dec 
15 Dec- 4 Jan 





5 Jan-10 Jan 
10 Jan-1 1 Jan 
11 .Tan-24-Jan 
I 27 Jan-31 Jan I 63d-4-693 




24 Jan-27 Jan 
**R = Rosman, North Carolina 
1-8 
596.4-638A 
Normal 3-grid scan. 
Scan off, viewing nadir only. 
Alternately scanning grid 1 and 
viewing nadir. 
Scanning all grids from 30% 
LU 307: viewing nadir for the 
remaining par1 of each orbit. 
Scanning all  ids from 60% 
to 20's and 2 0 3  to GOON, 
viewing nadir at other times. 
Scan off, viewing nadir only (due 
to scan pruolems detected in 
orbit 424). 
Alternately scanning grid 1 and 
viewing nadir. 
Scan off, viewing nadir only, 

1.C The Selective mopper Radiometer (SCR) E v r i m e n t  
The SCR performance has  been satisfactory through the end of this catalog 
period. Stray radiation levels aad subsystem noise have remained reasonably constant 
since launch. Housekeeping telemetry values have remained at their prelaunch levels 
and subsystem average orbital temperatures agree favorably with the predicted values. 
Gains on channel E, C, and D, calculated from inflight calibrations, have re- 
mained unchanged since sensor '\ermal equilibrium was achieved. The A group 
gains increased up to oAi t  130, because of sligh: CO, outgaasirtg, but have remained 
aimost unchanpd since then. Analysis has shown that the gains are very stable 
throughout an orbit and that the threc? inflight calibration c-vcles each orbit are sufficient 
gain checks. 
Between South America and Africa, in Zhe region of the South Atlantic Anomaly, 
the high radiation flux affects the data from channels B and C. The greatest effect is 
seen on €he C1 and C2 channels; a lesser effect on the B g m p .  The interference 
appears as spikes on the data, most of which can be removed in the data processing. 
Reflected sunlight and earth albecio degrade the data from channels D l ,  D2, 
ad D3 during calibration sequences while the instrument is in high gain, However, 
during normal gain the effect is negligible. 
About every 40b .evolutions, moonlight enters the space-reference pol L on 
each orbit for about two days, causing a negative shift of the D3 channel high gain 
data, iqcluding the infligbt calibrations, throryhout each orbit. This phet~omenon first 
occurred about orbit 200. Moonlight, sunlight, and earth albedo have no apparent effect 
on the D group chawels while in normal gain. 
The SCR data is transmitted daily from GSFC t o  Oxford, England, where routine 
processing is carried out. Contoured charts of .-adiance (in ergs) for the difference 
B channels and A channels a r e  prepared from each 24 hours of data. 
- 
During this catalog period, a series of stratospheric warmings occurred in 
the norttern hemisphere. Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7 illustrate the development of such 
warming during a perioa of maximum activity. On January 17 the radiance field at the 
level of the channel B1, B2 (about 1.6 mb o r  45 km) was dominated by a wave number 2 
pattern neru :he Pole (Figure 1-5). On January 24 the two cold regions had shifted t o  
the east and were located over northern Canada and Mongolia and a tongue of warm a i r  
extended over 'hrope to  northern Siberia (~igirl-e 1-6). The disturbance subsequently 
increased in amplitude until the maximum zonal variation occurred on January 28th. 
During this period the two cold areas combined and the region of maximum heating 
moved to a position over northwestern Russia (Figure 1-71. This single wave number 
1 pattern subsequently reverted to shorter wavelengths as the warming dissipated. 
Figur 1-5. Northern Hemisphere Radiance field (in Ergs) for 17 January 1973 
Derived from SCR Channel BIB2 Data (about 1.6 mb w 45 tm). 
Figure 1 4 .  Northem Hemisphere Radiance field ( in Ergs) for 24 January 1973 
Derived from SCR Channel B1 B2 Data (rrbout 1.6 mb or 45 km) . 
Figure 1-7. Northern Yemisphere Radiance Field (in Ergs) for 28 January 1973 
Derived from SCR Channel 81 82 Data (about 1.6 or 45 km) . 
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Similar activity was observed on the lowzr ch-nnels,  with the wave pattern 
shifting eastward on each successive level downward in the atmosphere. The great- 
es t  change, corresponding t o  an increase of 10% in one day, was observed on channel 
B2 srld B3 between January 27 and 28. 
1.7 The Nimbus E hlicrowave &Spectrometer (NEMS) Experiment* 
The NEhtS experiment i s  the f i rs t  s tep  in the applicatim of the microu7ave 
syxt . .um to  global s e n s i ~  of atmospheric teniperature structure. The  instrument 
yielcis lr~ique information about the atmospheric humidity and cloud water content 
over the oceans, and some parameters  of snow cover,  ice type, soil  moisture, sea 
stzte, EX. The instrument views nadir continuously with a spatial resolution of ap- 
prosinlately 340 km, and measures the thermal radiation a t  22.235, 31.4, 53.65, 54.9, 
and 58.8 GHz with a sensitivity of about 0.1' t o  0.2X for a 16-second integration period. 
Since launch, 11 December 1972, the instrument has operated c m t i n ~ a u s l y  
~ s i t h w t  difficulty o r  degradation. 
In Figures 1-8, 1-9, ant? 1-10 are plotted antenna temperatures ,radiances) 
for several orbits. Channels 1 through 5 a r e  numbered in order  of increasing frequency. 
The data shown in Figure 1-8, illustrates several  phenomena. For  example, the 
Arctic and Antarctic a r e  evident as high temperature regions in channels 1 and 2. Two 
unexpected phenomena are evident in these pclar regions, (I) the center of the Antarctic 
radiates remarkably little microuTave energy in channels 1 and 2 (the antei.,la temper- 
atures are approximateiy IGOSC, f a r  colder than anything observed in  the Arctic), 
and (2) the spectral p r o y r t i e s  of the ice and snou- in the Arctic and -4ntarctic are 
different. In the north, channel 2 readings are everywhere colder than channel I ,  
whereas in the Antarctic, the channel positions a r e  reversed. These spectral pmp- 
er t ies ,  which vary from place to  place should provide net\? information &out the dis- 
tribution of  various types of ice. 
-41~0 evident, in the center of the scan in  Figure 1-8, a r e  the humid tropical 
regions over the Pacific Ocean. The integrated water vapor density i s  apprcximately 
propor;ional, over ocean, to the spread bettveen channels 1 and 2. The liquid \v-ter 
contenl i s  apprc-lrimately proportional to the displacement of channe! 2 values from 
ocean values itr the ice-free a r ea  of the Arctic. The intertropical convergence zone 
(Ii'CZ), marked by strong rain bands and high humidity, is evident in channels 1 and 
2 near the equator. 
The temperature sounding experiment, involving channels 3 , 4 ,  and 5 ,  i s  a lso 
quite successful. Weighting functions for channel 3, 4, and 5 poak near  4 ,  11, and 18 
- 
*Contri!iitcd by Dr. David H. Staelin, AUT, Cambridge, Mass. 
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kni altitudes, respectively. A nrajzr rsltcer .las been whether the microwave tem- 
perature soundings would be perturbed by C I G I I ~ S ,  bqt the only such perturbations 
that a r e  evident a r e  the small deflections of ctannel 3 which occur over the center 
of the ITCZ. These deflections of channel 5 a r e  on the order of 0' to 4%, and a r e  
of short duration. No evidence no\\? exists of suck perturbations outside the ti'opics. 
The IJA .,htness temperatures of channels 3 ,4 ,  and 5 vary quite snoothly from point 
to point; most major variations have scale sizes of a few thousand kilometers. 
In Figure 1-11 a r e  plotted layer thicknesses inferred from channels 3, 4, and 
5 for orbit 1Cir;. The 1600-500 mb thickness curve i s  compared with one generated 
by the Sational Weather Service for 1200 GRIT, approximately four hours earlier. 
The difference i s  never niore than 3%, despite the time difference and the fact that 
the SEJIS resuits a r e  preliminary. It i s  very interestitkg to observe that the micro- 
wave datz shows the 1000-500 mb and 250-50 mh portions of the atmosphere, between 
20°S and 103 ,  to be thc same within about 1°K peak- LO-peak, implying great accuracy 
for the SEJIS measurerients of teniperature gradients. This accaracy may be suf- 
ficient to observe the tropical meteorological dynamics. 
In Figure 1- 12 a r e  plotted three SEJIS-inferred temperature profiles, 
together with the corl-esponding 1200 GAIT SOA.4 grid interpolatior.. These results 
a r e  quite reasonable, particularly since the calibratiot: cmstants have not yet been 
full!- revised by comparison of SEAIS brightness temperatures with those calculated 
for  coincitlent ~neteorological measurements. 
Computer rjrogranl developn~ent i s  proceeding well. Version 1 of a ,  6 ,  and Y 
a r e  fully written, and a re  almost operational. The a program is  for instrument 
tliagnosis a i d  calibration; B i s  for data inte; pretatior. and produces the NER,IS Output 
Tape (SENSOT) for data archival at SSSDC, and Y is for data interpretation. Afier Y 
is operational anti mol-c data is available, work on evalu?ting the NERIS accuracy and 
nicteorological significance should mnke significant progress. The format for NEkISOT 
(page 156, The Sinlhus 5 User's Guide) i s  nearing final form and will be wailable in a 
later Data Cataiog. 
Co-investigation for NEJIS includes F. T. Barath, A. 2. Bnrrett, N. E. Gaut, 
\i,'. B. Lenoir, W. Sordberg, P. W. Rosenkranz, and J. W. \iraters. 

TEMPERATURE ( 'K)  
Figure 1-12. Comparison of NEMS Derived Temperature Profiles with NOAA Grid 
Interpo~c~tions. 
SECTION 2 
THE ORBITAL '3LEBfEhTS AS?) DATA P.VAILABILITY 0-%OFF TIMES 
Tbe Simbus 5 Brwwe;. Xean ofiili;! :?If -rr-..s k r  December 19?2 r;nd January 
1973 are listed in Table 2- 1. 
The data availability on-off t imes g a b l e  2-2) l is t  the t imes when the data fn>n 
each instrument was recoded on a HDRSS. 
THIR c r b i t d  cr?verage in Tab!e 2-2 i s  divided betv:een daytime and nigtttime data. 
The THIR data is normall_v r e c o d e d  simultaneatsly from botb 6 . 7 ~  and 11.5- chan- 
nels. Theref. .e, the listed on-off t imes apply to  !m& channels. In the few cases where 
:he S.?pl- .~ channel has :imes different from the llSm channel, the t ime corrections 
are indicatd by asterisks. 
-4 THIR data orbit i s  defined a s  beginning and e n d i ~ g  at the night-day terminator. 
Thus, the daytime data orbit exteds from the night-day terminator to the day-night 
terminator. Ewh daytime THIR data orbit is assigned the orbit number of the ascmding 
node which occurs during that portion of the orbit. The same orbit number is assigned 
also tri the succeeding nighttime data orbit. 
The "IhT ORBIT & S'IDYc"' identify the orbit  in which the satellite is interrogated 
and the g r a d  station tc which the satellite data is traasmitku. The letter "R" denotes 
Rosmaa. Xorth Carolina: the letter "A" denotes Fairbanks, Alaska. 
The " H D R S .  ide-~tifies *be starellite tape =corder, either .4 o r  B. 
The "THIR GRiD C O R R  columns are used to  indicate r n l  image grid error in 
latitude and longitude whenever either i s  in e r r o r  bq more than one degree of great  
c i rc le  arc K O  n. m.). Latitude e r r o r s  are suffixed by an B o r  S; longitude e r ro r s ,  b:, 
an E o r  W. -4n S or  S indicates the grid shmld be moved up o r  down by the amourat 
shmci to obtait a good fit of the grid to  the geography. An E o r  W i nd i~z te s  the - grid 
should be moved right o r  Icft, a t  the equator, bj- the amount shown. 
Ascending node times and longitudes a r e  the t imes and longitudes at which the 
sateiiite crosses  the equator in t5e fiolthjound direction. These crossings always 
occn -during the daytime portion of the  orbit. The descending nodes and times refer 
to the southbound crossings, which occur during the nighttime psrtior! of the orbit. 
ESXIR, YENS, SCR, and JTPR a r e   normal!^ on al l  the time. n e i r  sensory 
information i s  recorded on a H D W  between interrogations, and their on-and-off 
times define the total record time? h r \ v  interrogations. An interrogation orbit. 
i s  the orbit durifip: which previousiy rect~lxied data i s  transmitted to a ground sta- 
tion. This data will be from sepents  of two o r  more data orbits a s  defined above 
for THIR. To determine the orbital coverage of the data from any intermgation, the 
on-and-off times abo- be matched with the appropriate aacadng or &scedbg node 
listed with thc? THIR 'dormation on t&e same page of Table 2-2. Coverage can then be 
determited as described below. 
The "DATA ORBIT' indicator in the ESMR table is Liven only for reference 
purposes. It is the number which appears on the data display image, samples of 
which are reproduced in Sectioc 3, and identifies the last 4-ata orbit on each display. 
It rhould not be codused with the TMR data orkit number. 
Table 2-2 together with the Woriri Bfap (Fire 2-1) and t5e vellum -satellite 
Tracks Overlay attached to the back of this catalog, can be used to determine approxi- 
mate geographic coverages. 
A Shateilite Tracks Overlay is correctly oriented with the World Map when 
the ascendicg or descending node Iine on the overlay coincides with the O-degree Mi- 
tude (equator) line of the World Map. Grhital coveragri is determined by placing an 
orbit track O P ~  the world map at the appropriate ascending ride (for daytime' or de- 
sding node (for nighttime) longitude for the orbit of interest. 
The Subsatellite Tracks Overlay contains I! correctly spaced tracks, which 
end at the approximate earth day-night transitim The t m k s  contain time ticks 
spaced 5 minutes apart, appropriately annotat& :-. the edge of the overky, referenced 
from the equator. Times in minutes from equat,~r crossings for all or part of a par- 
ticular orbit are calculated t y  adding to or subtracting from the -or descend- 
ing node time listed for that ohit in the Data '*milability &-Off Times Table. 
The nature and format of the data to be available f - , each mriment are 
explained in detail in  the respective sections of The Nimbus 5 User's Guide. The 
appropriate scurces for requesting the various data tips are listed in Section 1.7 
of the same manual. 
Table 2- 1 
hXMBUS 5 BROLWER MEAN ORBITAL ELEMESTS FOR 










22 Jan 1973 ' 
00 00 00 
FR 16 Jan 1973 
00 00 00 
TO 3 1 Jan 1973 
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'30 00 00 
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DATA AVAILABILITY ONaFF TIMES 
19 DECEMBER 1972 
T H l R  
----------------------.-------.- 
I n IMIR A S ~ .  AND 
1 1 . 5 * b . 7  OI?BIT 0 C R I D  DESC. NODE 
D A r 4  ON OFF + R CORR T I M E  LONC 
O s r I T  rnsiu nunk sron S LALO nnMrSS DEC 
DAYTIME T H I R  ASC- MODE 
M I C ~ T T I U ~  T ~ I R  DESC. NODE 
*b.T CdAlNEL ON-OFF DIFFERENCE 





O A T *  on OFF R 
O R ~ I T  MRRN nRnw STOM s 
WENS - SCR - I T P R  
- *-------.--..---- 
Q326 0 5 2 2  1 0 6 R  B 
0 5 2 6  0 7 0 9  1 E 
0 7 0 7  0 8 4 9  1 0 8 A  A 
0 8 4 7  1 0 3 7  1 0 9 A  B 
1 0 3 4  1 2 2 2  1 1 0 4  A 
1 2 1 9  1 4 @ 6  1 1 1 4  b 
1 4 0 5  1 5 4 9  1 1 2 A  A 
1 5 5 O  1 7 3 5  1 1 3 ~  8 
1 7 3 5  1910 1 1 4 A  A 
1918 2 1 0 6  1 8 
2 1 8 7  2 2 5 3  1 1  A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILA6ILITY O N a F F  TIMES 
20 DECEMBER 1972 
T H I 4  ESNR 
----....-.-.--...-.-----------.- . .- ----------.-.-----.. 
I n THIQ ASC. AND I M T  n 
1 1 . 5  6 .7  O R B I T  D C R I G  OESC. NODE O R B I T  0 
0 4 1 4  On O F F  + 4 CORR T I H E  LOMC D A T A  O r  O F F  9 
O?OIT n ~ m m  URWN STON s LALO HRMNSS OEC ORBIT HRMM MRMW STOM s 
OESC. NODE NEnS - SCR - I T P R  
---.-.------.----.- 
1 1 4 3  0 2 4 2  1 1  A 
a 2 4 2  0 4 J 8  1 B 
8 4 4 2  8 6 2 4  1 2 0 9  A 
8 6 2 4  8 8 1 3  1 2 1 4  8 
0 8 1 1  1 9 5 1  1 2 2 A  A 
t . 3 4 9  1139 1 2 3 A  B 0 .  
1135 1 3 2 2  1 2 4 A  A* .  
1 3 2 2  1 5 1 8  1 2 5 1  8 .0  
1 5 a 9  1 6 5 8  1 2 6 A  A * *  
1 6 5 1  1 8 3 3  1 8.- 
1 8 3 3  2 9 2 1  1 2 5 a  A * .  
2 1 2 1  2 2 1 9  1 2 9 A  R e *  
2 2 1 9  1 1 0 9  1 3  r e -  
* * I I P R  DATA I S  N O 1  A V A I L A B L L  
f O a  THESE O R B I T S .  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONaFF TIMES 
21 DECEMBER 1972 
ESUR 
I r T  H T H I R  ASC. &no 
11.5 6 . 7  OR4tIT D C R I D  DESC- MOnE 
D A T A  OR OFT + R CORR T I ~ E  LOMC 
0 4 8 1 T  HRnN HRMM STDM S L A L O  HSMNSS OEC 
NEWS - SCR - I T P R  
---.--------------- 
0 1 5 7  8352  1 3 2 4  R . 0  
0 4 0 8  8 6 9 2  1 3 4 A  8.. 
0 7 2 5  0 9 0 6  1 3 5 A  8.- 
0 9 1 1  1 8 5 0  1 3 6 A  8 .9  
1 0 5 9  1 2 3 8  1 3 7 ~  A * -  
1 2 3 5  1 4 2 0  1 3 8 A  8.. 
1 4 2 0  1 6 8 5  1 3 9 ~  A.-  
1 6 9 5  1 7 5 0  1 4 8 A  8.. 
1 7 5 0  1 9 3 5  1 1  A * .  
1 9 3 4  2 1 1 9  1 4 2 4  8 - 0  
2 1 2 1  2 3 0 9  1 4 3 A  A 9 0  
* . I ~ P R  0 . r ~  IS r o T  A V A I L A B L E  
FOH THESE O a D I T S .  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
22 DECEMBER 1972 
f w l R  Eo*R 
................................ -----o---------------oo--- 
N t4 T H I R  ASC. AND I M T  n 
11.5 + 6 . 7  O ~ P I T  0 C R ~ D  DESC. S ~ D C  O R B I r  9 
D 4 r A  0% OFF R CORR T 1 * E  LOHC O A T *  ON O F F  R 
0 3 9 1 7  YRMW HI?MN S T D N  S LALO MRMNFS OEC 0 9 9 1 1  u4*r nR*n STON S 
i i E S C .  NODE 
* * I t P R  0 4 1 4  I S  ~ 3 1  A V A I L A B L E  
F O R  THESE O P R I I S .  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
23 DECEMBER 1972 
T H  I R 
.----------------.-.-----.--.-.- 
I N 1  U l H I R  ASC. AND 
1 1 5  6 O R B 1 1  0 G R I D  DESC. MODE 
DATA ON O F F  + R CORQ T I M E  LONG 
O P ~ I T  HRMW n R n n  s T o n  s LALO MRMNSS DEC 
ESMR 
--- --- -------I----*-- 
:rrr n 
O R b l T  0 
DATA On O F F  + R 
O R g L T  nRqN HRMN STON S 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
24 DECEMBER 1972 
T H I R  ESNR 
-----.-----------..---.-----.--- . - . ----..--*..--.-. 
I N T  H THER ASC. AND I N 1  H 
1 1 . 5  6 - 7  O R B I T  D G R I D  DESC. NODE O R B I T  O 
D I r A  ON O F F  + R CORR T I M E  LONG D A T A  ON OFF + R 
O ? I i T  MRRN nRMN S T D N  S L A i O  MRHNSS DEC O R B I T  H R M  HRMN STON S 
D A Y T I H E  T n I R  ASC. NODE 
N I C H T T I U E  T n I R  DESC. NODE NEMS - SCR - I T P R  
-------.---.------- 
0 1 1 6  0 3 1 5  1 7 3 R  B 
5 3 1 5  0 5 1 0  1 7 3 R  A 
0 5 1 5  0 6 5 6  1 7 4 R  A 
0 6 5 5  0 8 3 7  1 7 5 A  B 
0 8 3 4  1 0 2 4  1 7 6 A  A 
1 0 2 0  1 2 1 0  1 7 7 A  B 
1 2 0 6  1 3 5 4  1 7 8 4  A 
1 3 5 5  1 5 3 8  1 7 9 A  B 
1 5 3 6  1 7 1 9  18OA A 
1 7 2 0  l C ; 5 5  1 8 1 A  B 
1 9 0 2  2 0 5 2  1 8 2 A  A 
2 0 5 1  2 2 4 8  1 8 3 A  B 
2 2 3 8  0 0 3 8  1 8 7 R  A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
25 CECEMBER 1972 
T  H I R  
------o-------o--o--.--.-o-----. 
I N T  H  T H I R  ASC. AND 
11.5 + 6.7 O R B I T  D  G R I D  DEGC. NODE 
D 4 T A  OM O F F  + R  CORR T I M E  L O N G  
O R B I T  HRMN H R d N  S T O N  S L A L O  HRMMSS DEC 
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  ASC. NODE 
N I C H T T I H E  T H I R  OESC. NODE 
ESWR 
--.----.-------o.o-o------ 
I N 1  H  
O R B I T  D 
D A T A  ON OFF - R  
O R B I T  HRMW HRMN S T D N  S 
NEWS - SCR - I T P R  
-----------.------- 
0 2 2 8  0 4 2 6  1 8 6 R  B 
0 6 2 0  0 7 5 3  1 8 8  A  
0 7 5 2  6 9 3 8  1 8 9 A  B  
0 9 3 6  1 1 2 5  1 9 0 A  A  
1 1 2 2  1 3 1 0  l 9 l A  B  
1 3 0 7  1 4 5 3  1 9 2 A  A 
1 4 5 2  1637 l 9 3 h  B  
1 6 3 4  1 8 2 1  1 9 4 A  A  
1 8 1 9  2 0 0 7  1 9 5 4  B  
2 0 0 8  2153 1 9 4 A  A  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIME; 
26 DECEMBER 1972 
T H I R ESHV. 
................................ --.-------.---.---. -.------ 
I q T  H T H I R  A S C .  AND 1 H 
11.5 + 6 . 7  O R R I T  D G R I D  D E S C .  N O D E  J R B I T  D 
D A T A  O N  O F F  + R C O R Y  T I M E  L O N G  D A T A  O N  O F F  + R 
O q B I T  nREN HRMN S T D N  S L I L O  H R H Y S S  D E C  O R B I T  n R w N  H R H N  S T O N  S 
DAYTIWE T W T R  ASC.  N O D E  
D E S C .  MODE 
m m I I P R  D I I A  I S  N O T  A V A I L A B L E  
F O I  T H E S E  O R B I T S .  
T9BLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABIL!TY ON-OFF TIMES 
27 DECEMBER 1972 
T H I R  ESMR 
-----.------------..------.------ ---*---------------------- 
I N 1  H  T H I R  A S C .  A N D  I N T  Y 
1 1 5  + 6 7  O R B I T  D  C R l D  D E S C .  N O D E  O R B I T  O 
D A T A  O N  O F F  + R  C O R R  T I M E  L O N G  D A T A  O N  O F F  + R 
O ? B I T  n 4 M N  H R n N  S T D N  S L A L O  H R M N S S  D E C  O R B I T  H R M N  H S M N  S T D N  S  
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  ASC. N O D E  
N F H S  - S C R  - I T P 4  N I C H T T I ' 4 E  T H I S  D E S C .  N O D E  
'6.7 C * A N N E L  O N - O F F  D I F F E R E N C E  
218 1 3 3 4  1 4 1 3  2 1 9 A  A 
2 2 0  1 6 4 8  1 6 5 3  N O  D A T A  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TiMES 
28 DECE; rBER 197" 
T H I R  
-~-"-o--LoI I - - -C.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
ESMR 
----.--_-----------------* 
I w T  H TUIR A S C .  A N D  I F ~ T  M 
11.5 * 6.7 O R B I T  D  G R I D  D E S C .  N O D E  G R B I T  9 
D A T A  ON OFF R  CORR T I M E  L O N G  D A T A  0'; O F F  + R 
O q B I T  HKMN YRMN S T D N  S L A L ?  U H M N S S  D E C  0 9 8 1 1  H R M N H R ~ S  S T D N  S 
D A Y T I ~ C  T H I R  A S C .  N O D E  
O E S C .  h G O C  
1 U  0222C7 d i d  
040924 U O ~ - Y . ~  
055641 U09,-6 
074357 U 1 1 3 . 5  
093114 U15O.J 
3 U 
3 U  111830 U177.1 
1 b1 
1 N 130547 EiFS.1 
145303 €129.3 
161C2O E102.4 
1s 182736 E075.b 
201453 € 0 4 8 . 8  
220210 E022.0 
2N1U 234926 W004.8 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
29 DECEMBER 1972 
T n i R  
................................ 
T r THIR 
1 1 . 5  6 . 7  O R B I T  G G R I D  
~ 4 r 4  O N  OFF R C O A ~  
C a B I T  qG*u r9mq S T D W  L A L O  
E S M R  
------------------.------. 
4SC. A N D  t N T  H 
DESC. WOO€ O R B I T  0 
T I M E  COHC D A T A  O h  O F F  + R 
MRRNSS CEC OQBI' n R * n  r U n r  S T c r  S 
wE*S - 5" - I T P R  
------------------- 
0 3 2 0  a's? 2 4 9 1  A 
BSfi3 1 6 4 5  2413  9 
0645 0824  242h A 
0 8 2 1  1 0 1 2  2434  a 
1 8 1 2  l i 5 5  2 4 4 4  t 
1:5S 1544  2 4 5 r  6 
1 3 4 5  1527  245A A 
1528  1730  247.  6 
1789  1854  ?48h A 
1 8 5 2  2 9 4 8  248.  1 
2 0 4 9  2228 4 A 
TABLE 2-2 
DaT4 AVAl lAe~L lTY  ONOFF TIMES 
30 DECEMBER 1972 
TM I I? ESnR 
-----------.-------.-------.---- -------------.--.---- 
1 r r  r ? M I ~  ASC. xwr n 
1 1  0 7  JQI?IT D CIIO DCSC. %ODE ORBIT D 
4 Ori O f f  + R C O R R  T I N €  LOMC D c t ~  OM OFF IP 
- - 
- .  +RUN MRNN S l ~ h  S LALO YRMwSS bEC O ' B I ~  ~ R H W  HRNM 3 1 5 ~  S 
H E M S  - SCR - I T P U  
--*.----------.---- 
8 8 1 8  1 2 I 4  2 5 4 I  8 
0 2 1 7  8 4 1 4  2 5 3 1  A 
~ 4 x 9  9 5 5 9  Z S ~ R  A 
8 1 8 4  8733 2 5 5 ~  A 
O f S O  8 9 2 5  2 8 
8 9 2 5  1111 2 5 7 ~  A 
1111 1 2 5 6  2 5 8 ~  B 
1257 1 4 4 1  2 5 9 4  A 
1 4 4 1  l b 2 b  268A 8 
1 6 2 5  l a 8 9  261A A 
1 8 9 9  1 9 5 4  2 6 2 A  6 
1 9 5 4  2 1 4 2  2 6 3 A  A 
2 1 3 9  2 3 4 8  267R 8 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONOFF TIMES 
31 DECEMBER 197d 
T H I R  
**.-----.----------------------- 
I N 1  T H l a  ASC. AND 
11.5 4 - 7  o a d ~ f  o CAIO DESC. rogE 
0 4 T ~  OM 0 f F  C9RR T I M E  L O * C  
i 3 ? m 1 T  ~ R M W  HRRY STON S LALO HRNMSS DEC 
o ~ r ~ t w t  TMIR ASS. rrcioc 
UCWS - SCU - I l P 9  
------------------- 
a 3 1 8  9512 2674 A 
8519 8?9C 2683 
0781  PI43 269A 9 
8843 1827  278A A 
1027 1213  2 7  8 
121.5 1351 2724 fi 
1JSe I S 1 4  2734 8 
1 5 4 1  1726 2744 A 
1725 1909  2 8 
1339  2853 2764 A 
2856 2245 2774 8 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAI W BILITY ONOFF TIMES 
1 JANUARY 1973 
ESNR 
-o-------------------oo-o- 
I W T  w 
O R b I f  D 
D A T A  arc ZFT + R 
O R B I T  MRMW MRWM S T D N  S 
T M I R  
---------o-o-------o------------ 
INT H fn I@ bsc.  AMD 
1 1 5  + 6 7  0 R ) I T  D  C R I O  DESC- W O E  
D A T A  OW O f f  + R  CORR T I H E  LONG 
ORBIT nRW nmn s t o r  s LALO nntu3c DEC 
D l r T I u E  fnrn  it* NODE 
MIS*TiI*E T n f R  OESC. NODE 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILllV ONOFF TIMES 
2 JANUARY 1973 
.----. -. .-------.-..--...-.--. . ..-.--....----.~.----.. 
E W T  n THIR A S C . A ~ ~  IMT n 
1 + 6 7  ORBIT  0 C R I O  OESC. .+ODE ORBIT 0 
DITA ON OFF R CORR T I M E  LOWc C A ~ A  OM OFF 4 R 
O I O i T  MRMM HRMW STOW S L A L O  URMYZZ 5 E C  ORBIT  dR#* HRHM STOW S 
DAYTIME TMIR  ASC. VODE 
n l c n f f 1 a ~  T n I R  DESc. MODE MEUS - SCR - I T P R  
.-.--o" -00.- 
8 2 1 1  9 3 4 7  2 9 3 R  A 
8 3 5 4  8 5 2 9  2 9 4 R  A 
8 5 3 4  8 7 1 8  29SR A 
8 7 1 8  8 8 5 5  2 9 6 1  B 
0856 1 8 4 4  2 9 7 A  A 
l a 3 4  1 2 2 8  2 9 8 A  B 
1 2 2 9  1 4 8 9  2 9 9 A  fl 
1 4 1 2  1 5 5 7  3 8 0 1  S 
1 5 5 5  1 7 4 1  3 8 1 A  A 
1 7 4 1  1 9 2 5  3 0 2 ~  B 
1 9 2 5  2 1 1 3  3 8 3 A  A 
2 1 1 2  2 3 6 1  3 4  B 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAlLA8ILITV ONOFF TIMES 
3 JANUARY 1973 
T w I ~  E SWR 
--..-----..------. -------.--.---- --.---...-----*--.-.------- 
I N 1  M T K I R  ASC. AN0 I N 1  H 
1 6.7 O R O X ~  0 CRIO OESC. MODE O R I I T  0 
0 4 1 4  OH OFF + C O I R  I LOWC O A T  Ow O F F  R  
O ? P I ~  ~ R M U  wRHw s t a r  s LALO HUMNSS OLC o R d t T  wcww nanr STDM s 
O A V T I ~ E  ~ M I R  ASS. hOCE 
N I C H T ~ I R E  TMI- DESC. MODE MEUS - S C I  - I T P R  
** I r++n O ~ I A  IS war A V A I L A B L E  
FOR fMESE O R B I T S .  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
4 JANUARY 1973 
I 
t I N 1  H THIQ 1 1  + 6 7  ORBIT D CR13 
i DATA ON OFF + R CORR O a B I f  H R l N  HRHN STDM S L A L O  E 
ASC. AND 
DESC. NOD€ 
T i n €  LONG 
n 4 n n F s  DEC 
xnr H 
ORBIT D 
DATA Ow OFF + R 
ORBIT HRHN H R ~ N  s l D n  s 
DAY t I N €  ASC. NODE 
DESC. NODE M E l S  - SCR - I T P R  
CHANNEL OM-OfF DIFFERENCE 
1 2 3 2  1 2 4 2  325A B 
1245 1 3 3 1  3 2 6 A  A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
5 JANUARY 1973 
THIR  ESMR 
-....*--.---..-..--.-.--.--.---- . . ---..-.-.-.-...---..-. 
I n 1  H THIR ASC. *no tnf n 
11 .5  6 .7  ORBIT D GRID DESC. MOOE 3 R B I T  D 
DATA OW OFF R CORa T I M E  LONG D A T A  OW OFF t R 
0 9 0 1 1  HRRM URMN STDN S LALO nRMnSS DEc ORBIT n S n n  n R a n  STDM s 
DAYTIHE T H I R  ASC. NODE 
DESC. NODE 
Y O 3 2 - 6  
U059 .4  
YO86.3 
U 1 1 3 . 1  
U 1 3 9 . 9  
U l b b - 7  
€ 1 6 6 . 4  
€ 1 3 9 . 6  
€1'12.6 
. 
E Y 8 6 . 1  
E 0 5 9 . 2  
€032 .4  
E 1 0 5 . 6  
NEMS - SCR - I T P R  
---...-----.-*.---- 
1 1 1 6  1316 3 3 4 R  A 
1 3 1 7  1 4 5 9  3 3 4 R  8 
5 6  6 3 3 5 R  B 
8 6 4 7  8 8 2 7  3 3 6 A  A 
1 8 2 7  l e i 3  3 3 7 A  6 
I t 1 3  I f 5 9  3 3 8 A  A 
1 1 5 9  1 3 4 6  S39A 8 
1 3 4 4  1531 3 4 0 1  A 
1529 1659 3 4  B 
1 6 5 9  1 8 5 9  3 4 2 4  A 
1 8 5 6  2 8 4 3  3 4 3 h  B 
2 0 4 3  2 2 3 1  3 4 4 A  A 
2 2 3 3  1 1 3 1  3 4 8 R  0 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAl lA6lLlTY QN.OFF TIMES 
6 JANUARY 1973 
T H : ~  
-----------------.-------------- 
l l r  H T n I R  4 S C . A N D  
11.5 + b.7  O R B I T  3 G R I O  UESCe MOUE 
D I ~ A  OW O F F  9 CORR T I M E  LOW 
0 4 e l T  MRMn nRuw STON S ~ ~ 1 . 0  n l l n n S S  DEC 
ESHR 
---.---------------- 
tar  n 
O R S I ~  o 
0 4 1 4  0-  O F F  + R  
CHIIT NRMH HRHN sron s 
N I C ~ ~ T I M E  TMIR OESC, NODE WENS - SCR 
----------- 
a221  0417 
5425 9611  






1631  1815 
1817 1959 
19-58 2145 
* * I l P R  0 4 1 4  I S  NOT 4 W 4 I L 4 B L E  
TOY T H E S T  URB17S. 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
7 JANUARY 1973 
T H  I R 
................................ 
1 4 1  H T H I R  ASC. A N D  
1 + 6 7  O R B I T  D C R I O  O E S C .  N O D E  
D A T A  ON OFF + Q C O R R  T I W E  L O N G  
O?YIT nuHn n # a N  S T O N  s L A L O  nuauss DEC 
~ A V ~ I U E  T n I R  A S C -  N O D E  
N ~ S M T T I M F  T n I R  D E S C t  N O D E  
E S a R  
--------..----.----------- 
I N 1  H 
O R B I T  0 
D A T A  011 O f f  + I 
O I U I T  H R N N  H R M N  S T D N  S 
N E ~ S  - S C R  - I T P R  
* * I I P R  D A T A  1s Y O 1  A V A I L A B L E  
F O P  T H E S E  3 4 8 1 1 5 .  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
8 JANIJARY 1973 
T H I R  
0. oo--......--.-.-...-..-....... 
1 4 1  H f H I R  ASG. AND 
11.5 6.7 O R B I T  D G R I D  DESC. NODE 
0 4 T A  ON 0 T C  + R CGRR TIME LONG 
O R l I T  HRMN HRMN STDW S L A L O  HRMNSS DEC 
D A I T I M E  T H I R  ASC. NODE 
* b e 7  CHANNEL ON-OFF D IFFERENCE 
382 1 7 3 9  1811 3 8 2 A  B 
NIGHTTIME THIR DESC- NODE 
EsMR 
--.--------_-------------- 
I N T  H 
O R B I T  D 
DATA ON OFF + R 
ORBIT HRMN HRMN STDN s 
NEMS - SCR - l T P R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
9 JANU!.!?'r 1973 
T H I  R ESHR 
--...------c-----.-------------- --- --.---.----...--...---- 
I N ~  H T H I R  ASC. AND I N 1  H 
1 1 . 5  * 6 . 7  O R B I T  D C R I D  OESC* NODE O R B I T  O 
DATA ON OFF 4 R CORR T I H E  LONG D A T A  ON OFF R 
O R B I T  '.RMN MRHN S T 3 M  S L A L O  HRMNSS DEC O R B I T  HRHN HRMN STDM S 
D A Y r I q L  T H I R  ASC. NODE 
'6 .7 CHANNEL ON-OFF D IFFERENCE 
3 9 8  2 2 1 5  2 2 5 0  3 9 8 A  A 
' 6 .7  CHANNEL OK-OFF D IFFERENCE 
3 %  0 8 5 8  0 9 4 4  3 9 1 A  B 
DESC. NODE 
0 2 1 3 3 4  b i040 .9  
0 4 0 0 5 1  U 0 6 7 . 7  
0 5 4 6 0 7  U 0 9 4 . 5  
0 7 3 5 2 4  U 1 2 1 . 3  
0 9 2 2 4 0  U 1 4 8 . 1  
1 1 0 9 5 7  u i 7 5 . 0  
1 2 5 7 1 4  € 1 5 8 . 2  
i 4 4 4 3 0  € 1 3 1 . 4  
1 6 3 1 4 7  E 1 0 4 . S  
1 8 1 9 0 3  € 0 7 7 . 6  
2 0 0 6 2 0  € 0 5 1 . 0  
2 1 5 3 3 6  E 0 2 3 . 2  
2 3 4 0 5 3  U 0 0 2 . 7  
NEMS - SCR 
----------- 
0 0 0 5  0 1 5 7  
0 1 5 2  0 3 4 9  
0 3 5 4  0 5 3 3  
0 5 3 8  0 7 1 5  
0 7 1 4  0 8 5 9  
0 8 5 8  1 0 4 4  
1 0 4 5  1 2 3 1  
1 2 3 2  1 4 1 8  
1 4 1 6  1 6 0 1  
1 6 0 1  1 7 4 6  
1 7 4 6  1 9 3 0  
1 9 2 9  2 1 1 7  
2 1 1 7  2 3 0 4  
2 3 0 5  G I 0 5  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
10 JANUARY 1973 
T H I R  
................................ 
I H T  H  T H I R  A S ~ .  AND 
11.5  + 6.7 O R B I T  D  G R I D  DESC. NOOE 
D A T A  O W  OFF + R CORR r l n E  LONG 
OREX: l4RMN HRMN S l D N  S  L A L O  HRMNSS DEC 
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  ASC. NODE 
N I G H T T I M E  T H I R  DESC.  NODE 
"6.7 C d A N N L I  ON-OFF D IFFERENCE 
4 0 4  0 9 4 8  0 9 5 4  NO DATA 
ESMR 
........................ - 
I N 1  H  
ORBIT  D  
D A T A  ON OFF + R  
O R B I T  H R P 4  HRMN STDN S  
NEMS - SCP - I T P R  
- - - - - - - - 
4 0 1 R  A  
4 0 2 R  A  
4 0 3 A  6 
4 0 4 ~  A  
4 0 5 A  B 
4 0 6 )  B  
4 0 7 4  B  
4 0 8 A  A  
4 0 9 A  B  
4 1 0 A  B 
4 1 1 A  B  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AV6lL.9BILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
11 JcNU;-RY 1973 
--"I--------------------.------- -----------.-------------- 
IVT M T H I R  A $ C . A N D  1'41 H 
1 1 . 5  + 6 . 7  O R B I T  D G R I D  DESC.  NODE O R B I T  D  
D A T A  ON 3FF + R C O R ~  7 1 n €  LONG D A T A  O N  OFF + I? 
0 3 8 1 1  HHMN HWHN S T D N  S L A C 0  HRMNSS DEC O R B I T  HRMk YRMN S T D N  S 
D A Y T l N E  T H I R  ASC.  NODE 
0 4 . 7  CHANNEL ON-OFF D lFFFRENCE 
4 1 7  0 9 0 2  0 9 1 5  4  B  
LESC.  NODE 
0 2 3 0 0 2  U 0 4 5 . 0  
0 4 1 7 1 8  J n 7 1 . 8  
0 6 0 4 3 5  J 0 9 8 r 6  
0 7 5 1 5 1  U125 .4  
0 9 3 9 0 8  U 1 5 2 . 3  
1 1 2 6 2 4  U 1 7 9 . 1  
1 3 1 3 4 1  € 1 5 4 . 1  
1 5 0 0 5 7  € 1 2 7 . 3  
1 6 4 8 1 4  € 1 0 0 . 5  
1 8 3 5 3 1  € 0 7 3 . 7  
2 0 2 2 4 7  € 0 4 6 . 9  
2 2 1 0 0 4  € 0 2 0 . 0  
3 3 5 7 2 0  UOOf,.8 
NEMS - SCR - I l P R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
12 JANIJARY 1373 
T H I R  
- o ~ o . . o . ~ o ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ o - - o - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
IkT W T n I R  ASC. AH0 
1 1 5  + 7 O R I I T  D G R I D  DESC. MODE 
OITA OM OFF + R CORR T I E  LONG 
O*BIT wann nftrrw STDM s L ~ . L O  HRNMSS DEC 




O R B I T  3 
D A T A  OM OFC R 
ottsrr : ~ R R N  HRNU sron s 
n E v s  - sca - ITPR 
---------o--------- 
0 3 1 5  8 5 8 3  428R 8 
9 5 2  4 2 9 4  6 
0652 8 8 3 1  4 3 6 1  A 
5 8 3 1  1 8 1 6  4 3 1 4  8 
1 0 1 7  12.4 4 3 2 1  
1 2 @ 3  1 3 5 1  4 3 3 A  B 
1 3 5 9  1 5 3 3  4 3 4 ~  A 
1 5 3 1  1 7 1 7  4 3 5 A  B 
1 7 1 6  1 9 0 2  1 3 b ~  A 
1 9 0 8  2 8 4 0  4 5 7 ~  8 
2.47 223s 4384 A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONOFF TIMES 
13 JANUARY 19'13 
7  C H I N U E L  O M - O f f  D I F F E R E N C E  
4 4 2  0 5 4 4  0 6 8 4  4 t 2 R  A 
4 4 2  8 6 1 8  6 6 4 3  4 4 3 A  A 
4 4 s  8 7 4 6  0 8 3 0  no D A T A  
4 4 4  8 9 1 9  0 9 3 1  NO DATA 
ESWR 
--.----------.---.--.----- 
l M T  n 
O R b f T  s 
9 A T A  OM O F F  + R 
ORBIT numn naan STDM s 
NEWS - SCR - f T * R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF T'MES 
14 JANUARY 1973 
T M I R  
--.-.---.-.--------------------- 
I n T H I R  A S C . A U D  
1 .  6 . 7  o a g i r  o GRID DCSC. NODE 
D 4 T A  OM O F F  + R C 0 1 Q  T f R E  COMC 
O 3 8 i T  nAmw &tnM STDM S A a r R N S S  D E C  
0 4 l r t f i ~  T H I R  ASC. NODE 
MXCHTTI~E T r l *  D E S c .  NODE 
csn4 
----------------..-------- 
I N 1  n 
ORBIT 9 
OI~A on O F F  9 
o a e I t  MRWS naww STDN s 
N E n S  - SCR - I T P R  
------------------t 
S326 6 5 1 8  4559 4 
8 2 2 7  8 7 8 6  4 5 b R  A 
a 7 8 8  0 8 4 8  4 5 7 4  B 
a 8 4 7  i a s 3  A r 
l a s s  1 2 1 9  4 5 9 ~  B 
1 2 1 8  1 4 0 1  4 6 a 4  A 
1 4 0 %  1 5 4 8  A B 
1 5 4 9  1 7 3 2  4 6 2 4  A 
1 7 3 1  1 9 1 7  4 6 5 4  8 
1 9 1 7  2 1 8 4  4 6 4 A  A 
21P5 2 2 5 1  4 6 5 A  8 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
15 JANUARY 1973 
M I C M T T I ~ E  TulQ DESC. MODE *EMS - SCR - ITPR 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONOFF TIMES 
16 JANUARY 1973 
T n I  R 
--.------.---.-.---....--------- 
IT w T n I R  ASC. A v o  
1 + 7 O I I l T  0 C R I O  DESC. *ODE 
DATA OW OFF + R CORR TIWE LONG 
0 a B I T  URN* HRNM STDM S LALO HRNNSS DEC 
D A Y ~ I N E  T H I R  ASC. NODE 




O R B I T  0 
0 4 T A  ON OFF + R 
ORBIT n a v n  nnan STDM s 
TAPLc 2-2 
OATA kVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
17 JANUARY 1973 
T H l R  ESNR 
9--.---..--.--.------0---0---0-- .---.---..--.0.------0-.-9 
INT w TNIR r sc .  AND INT n 
11.5 6.7 O R B I T  D CRXD FESC. NODE O R B I T  D 
D A ~ A  ON OFF n CORR TIRE LONC D A T A  ON OFF + R 
8 HRHN MRRN STOM s LALO NRMMSS OEC O R 8 1 1  H R N N W R H N  STDN S 
DAVT IME T H I R  ASC* NODE 
NENS - SCR - I T P R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVA!LABILIT'! ON-OFF TIMES 
18 JANUARY 1973 
T n 1 R  CSMR 
-0-0------090-9------------0-00- --90---099-0--0--9----09-- 
IIT W TMLR ASC. AND I N f  H 
1105 + 6.7 O,?BI~ D GRID E~SC. NODE 011817 0 
0 4 1 ~  ON OFF A CORR TINE LOWC DATA ON OFF  4 9 
O R E I T  MAMM MRUW STDM S LALO HRRHSS DEC O R B I T  MRHN NRMN STDM S 
MICHTTJNE T M l H  DESC. MODE 
123559 91  . b . l  
142115 Y O . .  - * 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONOFF TIMES 
19 JANUARY 1973 
t n I R  
.------ - -- I----. --....--.----- 
INT n THIR ASC. Aria 
1 1 5  6 7  O R B I T  O G R I D  DCSC. NODE 
0 4 1 4  ON OFF  R COQR I LONG 
0 HRHN HQHN STDW S L A L C  HRNNSS DEC 
DAYTINE T H I R  ASC. NODE 
MICUT T I H E  TMXR DESC* NODE 
ESIIR 
-.------..--------.--*---- 
I N 1  n 
CABIT D 
D A T A  ON OFF  R 
O R B I T  dRMN HQNN STDN S 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVA'LABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
20 JAIUUARY 1973 
T H I R  
--.....---------.---------- 
I N 1  H T H I R  
1 1 5  6 7  O R B I T  D C R I J  
OH OFF R C 3 R 4  
HRMN HRMN STDM S L A L O  
ESMR 
--------- -.------...------. 
I N T  H 
O P B I T  D 
D A T A  ON O F F  R 
O R B I T  MChN VRHN S T D N  s 
ASC. AND 
DESC. l iODE 
T I N E  LONC 
HRMNSS DEC 
ASCe MODE 
C ~ A N N E L  ON-OFF D I F F E R E r C E  
1 9 1 8  2 0 0 4  5 4 4 A  A 
- I T P R  
--- ...-- 
5 3 5 R  A 
5 3 6 R  A 
5 3 7 4  B 
5 3 8 k  & 
5 3 9 4  B 
s r c r  A 
5 4 1 A  B 
5 4 2 4  A 
5 4 3 A  a 
5 4 4 A  A 
9 1 5 A  B 
JESC. NODE 
CqANNEL ON-SFF D I F F E Q E N C E  
1 6 3 2  1 6 3 8  NO DATA 
1 8 2 2  1 9 1 8  5 4 4 A  A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
21 JANUARY 1973 
T n 1 R  ESMR 
--------.---------------.------. .... .................. .. 
I T  n TMIR rsc. AND INT n 
1 1 5  6 O R B I T  0 CRXO GESCI 8ODE O R t l I T  D  
D ~ T A  ON OFF 4 R CORR 1 1 2 ~  LONG D A T A  ON OFF + R 
O I B I T  MRWM nRWN STDM S L A L O  HRt lN3S DEC O R B I T  HRHN HRMN STDN S  
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  ASC- NODE 
THIR 
e b . 7  CdbNNEL ON-OFF D I F F E R E N C E  
5 4 4  1425  1 4 5 8  5 5 '  A A 
NEMS - SCR - I T P R  
..------ -  -------- 
0 1 4 3  0 3 3 0  5 4 9 R  A 
0332. 0 5 2 5  5 4 9 9  B 
0 5 3 0  0 7 1 2  5 5 0 R  B 
0 7 1 2  0 8 5 2  5 5 1 A  A  
0 8 5 2  1 0 3 9  5 5 2 A  B 
1 0 3 8  1 2 2 2  5 5 3 A  A 
1 2 2 5  1 4 U 8  5 5 4 A  B 
1 4 0 7  1 5 5 3  5 5 5 ~  A 
1 5 5 2  Z 7 3 9  5 5 C A  B 
1 7 3 8  1 9 2 1  5 5 7 A  A 
1 9 2 0  2 1 0 6  5 5 8 4  B 
2 l J 6  2 2 5 4  5 5 9 4  A  
2 2 5 8  0 0 5 8  562R P 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ONSFF TIMES 
22 JANUARY 1973 
T H I R  -ShR  
-.------.----.------.----------- -- -- -- .-- -. *----- --  
INT n THIR ASC. AND INT n 
a a 5  + h e ;  O ? B I T  D G R I D  DESC. NODE OWBIT D 
0 4 7 1  OH OFF R CORR TIME LONG D A T A  ON OFF + R 
O ~ B I T  YRUN H ~ U N  S T S N  s L A L O  ~ R U N S S  DEC ORBIT Y R W N  HRUN S T D N  s 
T Y I R  
5 6 2 R  
56261 
5 6 2 R  
5 6 3 r  
5 b 3 R  
5 6 4 A  
5 6 4 A  
5 6 5 A  
5 6 5 ~  
5 6 6 A  
5 6 b A  
5 6 7 A  
5 6 7 A  
5 6 0 A  
5 6 8 A  
5 6 9 A  
5 7 0 A  
5 7 1 A  
5 7 2 A  
5 7 6 R  
'6.7 CdANNEL ON-OFF D IFFERENCE 
5 6 5  0 9 5 8  1 0 3 8  5 6 6 A  B 
NODE 
U027 .4  
U054 .2  
U081.0 
u1q7.9 
U134 .7  
* 161 .4  
E171.7  
€144 .9  
€ 1 1 8 . 1  
E f i91 .2  
€ 0 6 4 . 2  
€037 .6  
EO10.8 
U01b.O 
NEHS - SCR - I T P R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
23 JANUARY 1973 
T H I R  ESMR 
................................ I -----. ------------------ 
I N 1  H T H I R  A S ~ .  AND IS :  H 
1 1 5  + 6 7  O R B I T  D G R I D  DESC. NODE O R B I T  D 
DATA ON OFF + 9 CORR TIME LONC D A T A  ON OFF  + R 
O 3 B I T  YRMN HRMN STDN S L A L O  HRMNSS DEC O R P I T  HRMN HRMN STDN S 
06.7 CHANNEL ON-OFF D I F F E a E N C E  
5 8 6  2 2 2 4  2 3 1 1  5 8 6 A  A 
N I C H T T I H E  T d I 2  DESC. NODE NEMS - CC3 - I T P R  
------------------- 
0 0 1 4  0 2 0 7  5 7 b R  A 
0 1 5 9  0 3 5 6  5 7 5 R  B 
0 4 0 2  0 5 4 1  5 7 6 R  8 
0 5 4 6  0 7 2 1  5 7 7 A  B 
0;21 0 9 0 9  5 7 8 A  A 
0 9 0 8  1 0 5 4  5 7 9 A  B 
1 0 5 3  1 2 4 3  5 8 0 A  A 
1 2 4 2  1 4 2 4  5 8 1 A  B 
1 4 2 4  1 6 1 0  5 8 2 A  A 
1 6 1 0  1 7 5 4  5 8 3 A  B 
1 7 5 4  1 9 3 6  5 8 4 A  A 
1 9 3 5  2 1 2 3  5 8 5 A  B 
2 1 2 5  2 3 1 2  5 8 o A  A 
2 3 1 3  0 1 1 3  5 8 9 R  A 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIME' 
24 JANUARY 1973 
T H I R  
................................ 
I r T  H THIR ASC.  AND 
1 1 . 5  + 6 . 7  O R B I T  D G R I D  OESC. NODE 
DATA ON O F F  + 4 C O R R  TIME LONG 
O q B I T  YRMN HRHN S T D N  S L A L O  HRMNSS D E C  
I N 1  U 
O R B I T  D 
DATA ON OFF + 4 
o n e I T  n R n n  HRMN S T D N  s 
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  A S C .  NODE 
NLMS - SCR - I T P R  N I G H T T I M E  T H I R  D E S C .  NODE 
* b e 7  CHANNEL ON-OFF D I F F E S E V C E  
594  1 4 0 0  1 4 3 0  595.3 B 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AV4l',ABILITY ON-OFF TllVlES 
25 JANUARY 1973 
T H I R  E S M R  
-.-,.-----"---------------.------ --. --. -----------.------- 
I N T  H  T H I R  ASC.  nr iD I N 7  H  
1 1 . 5  + 6 . 7  0 4 8 1 7  D  G R I D  DESC.  NODE O P B I '  D 
DATA ON O F F  + R  CORR T I M E  LONG D A T A  ON O F F  + R  
0 2 8 1 7  YRMN HRMN 3 T D N  S L A L O  HRMNSS D€C O H 8 1 T  HRMH HPMN S T D N  2 
D A Y T I M E  T H I R  A S C .  NODE 
N I G H T T I M E  T H I R  DESC. NOOE 
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON43FF TIMES 
26 JANUARY 1973 
T n I R  
................................ 
;NT n T n x a  ASC. r u g  
11.5 + b . 7  S Q B I T  0 C Q t C  3ESC. NOOE 
O A T 4  1- O F F  R COQR T I M E  LOWC 




? R 8 X T  D 
O A T &  Ow OFF R 
c raxr  n u ~ - v n w n  srov  s 
wEltS - S C R  
TABLE 2-2 
DATA AVAILABILITY ON-OFF TIMES 
n JANUARY 1973 
~ w t  n T n I Q  ASC. AMD 
11.5 6.7 ORBIT D C R I O  DESC. un25 
O A T A  On O f F  U CORR T I M E  L G I C  
3 2 8 1 T  4R-M NRMN STDM S L A L O  HRMNSS D E C  
D A Y T I R E  f n i u  ASC. NODE 
E S N U  
--.---o--------o--..o--..- 
T n 
~ R ~ I T  o 
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SECTION 3 
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MlCROWAVE RADIOMM'ER DISPLAYS 
W e  E,S¶P display per day has k e n  selected for presentation in this section. 
All ESMh ,. .,,age titnes are listed in tt;s Oata Availability Oa-Of? Times (Table 2-2). 
Each display contains the following items: 
Nimbus 5 ESMR 
Thfs identifies the satellite (Nimbus 5) and the experiment (ESMR) . 
Date 
This identifies the Greenwich day, month, a d  year the data i s  reconled. 
This data orbit number identifies only the last data orbit on each display. 
Usually parts of two data orbits are on the same display, sixe all data 
acquired during each satellite interrogation is  presented on one 4 x 5- 
inch negative. In general, nighttime data is on the left and daytime data 
is oa the right. 
program 
Xo Pragram number is identified on these displays. Its intended use 
was to  identify the appropriate table which would list the temperature 
interval for each gray level in the gray scale. Only two programs 
have been used and they are listed in Table 3-1. 
Gray W e  
A single 11-step gray ECSC serves to define ESMR brightness tem- 
peratures in all three swaths, by the assignment of a differelt bright- 
ness temperature range to each step for each swath. Table 3-1 de- 
fines the two temperature-versus-gray-scale programs used +ring 
this catalog period. 
Image Swaths (1, 2, 3) 
A set of three swaths, labeled 1, 2, and 3, separates the same re- 
corded data into three temperature intervals (defined in Table 3- 1). 

The right set of three swaths is a cantinuation cf tht Left set and is 
offset because of the limitations of the 4 x 5-inch film format. The 
three-swath presentation is used because it s h o r t e ? ~  the temperature 
raqges spanned by each step of the gray scale, rind, therefore, permits 
discrimination of ';ra=lous meteorological and terrestr ial  phenomena. 
Significant in swath 1 ar-e the *reas of atmospheric moisture and 
rainfaU over oceans. Swath 2 ki-4:htness temperature range discriminates 
between nevr and multi-year ice an,+, over oceans, shows only d n f a l l  
areas. The high brfghtwss tcnperatures of swath 3 outline some land 
areas of high soil moisture co.3ter.t o r  snow cover, but oceans lose 
almost all their temperature mi. ;rasts. 
Tizne Code Index 
The Time Code Index, in hours and minutes (GMT), is adjacent *o the gray 
scale. The top number m each set is for the left group of three swaths; 
the bottom number in each set is for  the right group of three swaths. Time 
'Jars a r e  spaced at five-minute intervals. The same time bars  a re  used 
for the left and right swaths. The top o r  bttom time code index deter- 
mines the time for each time bar. 
Grids 
Two grids, labeled GFdD L and GRID R, identify the geographic coordi- 
nates for the imagery of the left (L) and the right (R) set  of swaths, re- 
spectively. Latitude lines are spaced at 10-degree intervals. Longi- 
tude lines are spaced at 10-degree intervals to 60 degrees north aad 
south of the equator, and at 20-degree intervals from 60 to 80 degrees 
north and south. The equator (EQ, North Pole (NP), and South Pole, 
(SP) are  iabeled, as well ZS longitude values at the equator, 30, ard 50 
degrees north and south of the equator. 
Swath Display Program 
The antenna gain function i s  different at each beam position. Thus, to 
present a uniform surface temperature as the same shade of gray ac:-oss 
a scan track requires that the output voltage at each antenna position be 
adjusted for its beam position and voltwe. If the corrections a re  not 
precise, vertical bands will be evidect in the ESMR pictorial displays. 
Three different sets  of calibratiol constants (Display Format 
Programs) were used during the first  tb.0 mcnths of cperation to  elimi- 
nate these vcrtical bands. Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show the vertical 
banding produced by each. The display Program used for Figure 3-3 
shows t h a ~  a l ~ o s t  all temperature variations due to antenna beam posi- 
tions have been elim hated. 
Figure 3-1 . Vertical Banding Produced on ESMR Imager with Pro~ratn 1 Disp!oy For, ul: 
(Used on Orbits 104 through 502). 
3 4  

Figure 3-3. Vertical Banding Produced on ESMR Image with Program 4 Display Format 
I Used on Orbits 567 through 6 9 3 ) .  
.> 
, ,-fi  
With display Program 1, which uses  prelaunch calibration constants, 
the digital brightness temperature  value5 have about i20"K accuracy. 
With a change to postlaunch calibrztion constants, P rograms  2 and 4 pro- 
duce about &" t o  5°K temperature  value accuracies.  Of c o r r s e ,  with 
Programs  2 and 1, the displayed temperature  v a l ~ e s  are accurate  only 
within the  l imits of the temperature  range of each s t e p  of the g ray  s c a l e s  
a? defined in Table 3- 1. Table 3-2 shows which display fcrmat  program 
and which gray sca le  step versus  brightness temperature  program was 
used on each orbit.  
A description of the  EShlR experiment may  be  found in The  Nimbus 
5 User 's  Guide, Section 4, and instructions fo r  orderilrg the  data ,  botn 
pictorial m d  digital, a r e  in Section 1.7 of that Guide. 
Table 3-2 
COVERAGE INTER'J-ALS FOR EACH EShIR DISPLAY FOEMAT ASD 
GRAY SCALE URICI-YTNFSS TEhIPERtZTURE PROGRAIIT 
*550 & 551, D i s p a y  Format 4 
Date Crbit  
19 Dec - 17 J a n  10.1-502 
17 Jan  - 22 J a n  503-566* 



























































TEAIPERATURE HUMIDITY Ih'FRARELi PAUIOMM'ER MONTAGES 
This section pictorizllj- documents the data from the Temperature Humidity 
Infraled Radiometer Subsystem carried on the Nimbus 5 Meteorological Satellite. 
Section 4.1 contains all  nighttime THLR 11.5 and 6.7 micrometer mantages and Sec- 
tion 4.2 contains all daytime- THm 1-15 and 6.7 micrometer montages, a r r a n y d  in 
chronologica! order. Kev latitudes can be read from the superposed grids. Grid points 
are ir!entified where each swath c rosses  GO'S, 30'S. EQUATOR. 3 0 5  and 50%. 
T 
Vellum Location Guidc overlays, attached to the back of this document, are to  be 
use.1 for general orientation vith the data presented in each THIR montage. Proper  align- 
ment of the overlay grid i s  accon~plished by matching the grid indices on the equator 
with the two " T  marks on each mon:age. 
Each THIR montage i s  proviaed with a time scale t c  determine the Greenwich 
Mean Time limits required t o  order  processed THI3 grid print maps (see page 38, 
The -Nin-bus 5 User's Guide). The time s c d e  i s  used t o  d e t e r m i ~ e  the number of 
minutes from ascending (daytime data) o r  descending (nighttime data)  rode time For the 
inrerval of data required. T o  obtain the GhiT fo r  daytime data, the measured time i s  to 
be added to  the ascending t~ode time in the northern hemisphere and subtracted in the 
southern hemisphere. For nighttime data, the measured time i s  to be subtracted from 
the descendi~g  node time in the northern hemisphere and added in the southern hemi- 
sphere. The ascending and descending node times a r e  given in Table 2-2. 
The following alternate procedure also establishes GMT limits. Knowing the 
latitude limits of the study area,  the minutes from ascending o r  descending node can 
be directly interpolated from Table 4-1. These time values can then be added to o r  
subtracted from tlode tirnes given in Table 2-2. 
A description of the THlR experiment and instructions fo r  ordering THIR dats  
may be found in The Sinlbus 5 User's Guide, Section 2. 
Table 4- 1 
LATITUDE VERSUS MINUTES FROM 
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING NODE 
Latitude f m n  
AN or DN 
Minutes and Seconds 
from AN or DN 
SECTION 4.1 
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CORRECTIONS TC) THE XIMBUS 5 USER'S GUIDE 
Thi c 5e::. I -  ,. . , :orrections o r  additions to  The Nimbus 5 User's 
:':wit - .  . .-* *- k-, : necessary. If additional corrections are required, 
-- 
they will ~ , - ~ h i  .-.. !I c~ t i en t  catalog. All previous corrections will be carr ied 
forward cumulatively iitto each new catalog. 
Table 5- 1 
This table - - .  , :. Table 2-3 (page 31) in The Nimbus 5 User's Guide. 
Table 2-3 
THIR OLTPUT VOLTAGES VERSUS EQUIVALENT BLACKBODY 
TEMFERATURES AT DIFFERENT BOLOMETER 
TEMPERATLS3ES P3R THE 11.5 pm CHANNEL. 
I Bolometer Temperature ("C) I 














































































This table replaces Table 2-4 (page 32) in The Nimbus 5 User's  Guide. 
THIR OUTPr-'T VOLTAGES VERSUS EQC'IVALE'hi r BLACKBODY 
TEMPERATURES AT DIFFERENT BOLOMETER 






































































































- 1 .I72 I -1.195 -1.215 -1 182 - 1.223 
Table 2-4 ;Continued) 
Bolometer Temp. ('C) 
5.2 SChIR Corrections to the User's Guide 
IU ..re a re  no SCMR COI-~ections to the User's Guide for  this catalog. 
5.3 F' .Mn Corrections to  the User's Gzide 
Table 4-4, of The Nimbus 5 User's Guide, "ESMR Antenna Loss Ratio-Flight 
hfodel" will not be supplied. The antenna properties changd after final calibration and 
rendered these numbers useless. A set of empirical calibration numbers is being de- 
veloped which will correct for the effects of antenna loss and side lobes, and the effects 
of different viewing angles. This will be plblished in a later catalog. 
5.4 ITPA Corrections to ihe User's Guide 
Table 5-3 
This Table replaces Table 5-3 (page 125) in The Nimbus 5 User's Guide. 
Table 5-3 
ITPR CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 
t 
% = a. + a, V*  
R, = radiance of the scene (mw/m2 sterad cm-' ) 





1 1.0495 -0.001773 
2 14 1.78 -0.1813 
3 166.93 -0.2046 
4 173.02 -0.2065 
5 174.02 -0.1940 
6 174.99 -0.1977 
n 1 170.18 -0.1995 
*The calibration constant a, now includes the radiance of the chopper 
reference blackbody. 
5.5 SCR Corrections to the User's Guide 
There a r e  no SCR corrections to the User's Guide for  this catalog. 
5.6 NEMS Corrections to the User's Guide 
There are no NEMS corrections to the User's Guide for  this catalog. 
NIMBUS SUBSATELLITE TRSKS OVERLAY 


